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A properly designed mechanical face seal must satisfy two requirements: (1) the sea
be stable, and (2) the seal forced response must be such that the stator tracks th
aligned rotor with the smallest clearance possible, with the smallest relative tilt, and
the largest minimum film thickness. The stability issue was investigated in a pre
paper. Here a numerical solution is presented for the transient response of a nonco
ing gas lubricated face seal that is subjected to stator and rotor forcing misalignme
The seal dynamic response is obtained in axial and angular modes of motion in a co
analysis where the Reynolds equation and the equations of motion are solved sim
neously. The steady-state response is first identified for a reference case. Subsequ
parametric study is performed to gauge the influence of the various seal effects, su
speeds, inner to outer radii ratios, face coning heights, pressure drops, support stif
and damping, and forcing misalignments. The transient responses to static stator
alignment and rotor runout are given, showing that properly designed coned face
can operate in a stable mode with the stator tracking dynamically a misaligned r
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Introduction
Mechanical face seal modes of failure are mostly well defin

e.g., face wear, cracking, blistering, thermal and mechanical w
ing, excessive leakage, etc. A variety of reasons can cause
failure modes but often these are the result of poor dynamic
havior of the seal. The dynamic behavior has two very distinct
features: stability and the steady-state response. Generally, s
ity deals with the natural response of the system where all forc
functions have been removed. Mathematically, stability is the
vestigation of the homogeneous equations of motion, and
closed form solution is possible, a characteristic equation
formed and conditions are imposed~e.g., Routh-Hurwitz determi-
nants! to guarantee that the eigenvalues contain a diminish
effect upon the natural response. In other words, it is in the na
of a stable system to diminish any disturbance, and restore
system normal state of operation. Conversely, in an unstable
tem even the smallest excitation will eventually cause the sys
to undergo large dynamic excursions from its designed point.
paper by Green and Barnsby@11# deals precisely with this mode
of failure. Nonetheless, just guaranteeing stable operation, a
being a prerequisite for a good design, is yet insufficient. The
must have a favorable behavior also when it is repeatedly b
forced by the various misalignments present in a practical s
The investigation of the steady-state response is, therefore, o
most importance and it is the subject of this work.

After a seal has been guaranteed to have stabilizing chara
istics, the design must also ensure that the flexibly mounted s
tracks a misaligned rotor with the smallest relative misalignm
between them. This would minimize the leakage and maxim
the minimum film thickness, which in turn would promote no
contacting operation. Noncontacting seals have been preferre
the industry because they minimize the consequences of
wear, cracking, excessive leakage, etc.

Contributed by the Tribology Division of The American Society of Mechanic
Engineers for presentation at the STLE/ASME Tribology Conference, San Franc
CA, October 22–24, 2001. Manuscript received by the Tribology Division Januar
2001; revised manuscript received April 17, 2001. Associate Editor: L. San And´s.
Copyright © 2Journal of Tribology
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The work on the dynamics of face seals concerns mostly
compressible fluids~Etsion @1–3#!. Leefe @4#, and Shapiro and
Colsher@5# used piecewise integration schemes to solve the lu
cation and dynamics problem for specific applications of g
seals. Zirkelback and San Andres@6# obtained static stiffness an
damping coefficients of a spiral groove gas seal limited to ax
mode only. Subsequently Zirkelback@7# performed a parametric
study of these coefficients. The only simultaneous solution for
coupled lubrication and dynamics problem under forced con
tions is given by Miller and Green@8#. That work provides a
numerical formulation for the transient response of a spiral gro
gas seal in both axial and angular modes of motion. Howeve
parametric analysis for the steady-state response for gas se
not yet available.

Whether the fluid film is compressible or not, the same para
eters~see Green and Etsion@9#! are expected to govern the dy
namics of gas seals as well:

1 Shaft Rotational Speed—on one hand higher speeds tend
enhance the hydrodynamic effect, which generates an align
tendency between stator and rotor~see Green and Etsion@10#!. On
the other hand, the inertia effect is strongly affected by spe
which may head off tracking between stator and rotor~see again
same reference!.

2 Inner to Outer Radii Ratios—the larger the sealing dam th
better the sealing, because a larger sealing dam provides a
tional resistance to leakage. It is yet to be determined wheth
larger sealing dam is also favorable from a dynamic point of vie

3 Face Coning—zero coning provides the smallest leakag
However, it has been already determined~Green and Barnsby
@11#! that coning must form a converging gap in the direction
radial flow to provide positive hydrostatic fluid film stiffness
However, too much coning diminishes the stiffness effect and
creases leakage. Zero coning, on the other hand, induces m
mum damping capacity. Hence, a trade off must be made to
termine how much coning is desired.

4 Pressure Drop, and Inward Flow Versus Outward Flow—if
gas seals have similar trends to liquid seals then the higher
pressure drop the higher the film stiffness, and the better the s
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tracking of the misaligned rotor~Green and Etsion@9,10#!. How-
ever, Green@12# has determined that outward flow of an inn
pressurized seal has favorable stiffness compared to inward
of an outer pressurized seal under identical conditions. This
deed has been confirmed in the stability analysis by Green
Barnsby@11#.

5 Support Stiffness and Damping—Green and Barnsby@11#
have shown that higher stiffness and damping increase the cr
speed. However, higher stiffness and damping may impede
flexibly mounted stator from effectively tracking the misalign
rotor.

6 Forcing Misalignments—Intuitively, a larger rotor misalign-
ment will induce a larger steady-state stator response. But in
operation the film effects are nonlinear. It remains to be de
mined whether the stator response doubles when the rotor
alignment doubles. In addition, the stator itself may be misalig
prior to assembly because of tolerances or gravity. It is desira
to determine the relative importance between the two forcing m
alignments, and establish the condition of synchronous track
versus non-synchronous tracking.

Because of the nonlinear nature of the gas fluid film, the s
dynamic behavior is obtained numerically by integrating the tim
dependent Reynolds equation simultaneously with the equat
of motion. To minimize the tedious numerical work, the inves
gation conducted here adopts an approach by Green and Etsio@9#
of a single perturbation technique, where a parameter is pertu
one at a time, and then it is reset after the solution is obtain
However, because a closed form solution is not available,
perturbation here is carried one level deeper, and more param
are being investigated to increase the confidence in draw
meaningful conclusions. The solution technique here is simila
the work by Green and Barnsby@11#. However, the rotor and
stator forcing misalignments add a significant change to the
mulation of the problem. For completeness some definitions
repeated, but emphasis is given to the steady-state analysis.

Simultaneous Solution of Lubrication and Dynamics
The kinematics of a mechanical seal having a flexibly moun

stator configuration is shown in Fig. 1. The rotating seal s
~rotor! is rigidly mounted to the rotating shaft. The flexibly su
ported seal ring~stator! is attempting to track the misaligned roto
The rotor misalignment is represented by a tiltg r measured be-
tween the out-normal to its plane and the axis of shaft rotat
Similarly, the stator may have prior to final attachment to t
rotor, an initial misalignment,gsi , measured with respect to th
axis of shaft rotation. At rest, and with zero pressure different
the stator is pressed against the rotor by supporting springs.
forces the stator into the same tilt as that of the rotor. Dur
operation, however, the mating faces separate and the stato
taches from the rotor to assume its own tilt,gs . This tilt is a result
of the combined effects of bothg r and gsi . The tilt anglesgsi ,
g r , andgs are all very small, typically less than one milliradia
and, therefore, they can be treated as vectors. Sincegsi is fixed in
space andg r is rotating at the shaft speedv, the resultant vector
gs will possess a time-varying precession~whirl! speed,ċ. Green
and Etsion@10#, expressed the vectorgs as follows:

gW s5gW sl1gW sr , (1)

where gW sl is the response togW si alone and it is fixed in space
while gW sr is the response togW r alone and thus is whirling at the
shaft speed. The relative misalignment between the stator an
tor, g, is also a rotating vector, given by the vector subtraction a
its magnitude

gW 5gW s2gW r ; ugu5@gs
21g r

222gsg r cos~c2vt !#1/2. (2)

Figure 2 shows the relative position between the seal compon
The tilt vectorgo is the relative misalignmentg in the special case
whengsl50, so using Eqs.~1–2! gives
152 Õ Vol. 124, JANUARY 2002
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gW o5gW sr2gW r . (3)

The equations of motion of the flexibly mounted stator are~see
Green and Etsion@9,10#!:

I ~ g̈s2ċ2gs!5Mx (4)

I ~ c̈gs12ċġs!5M y (5)

mZ̈5FZ , (6)

where Mx and M y are, respectively, the moments acting on t
stator about axesx andy of a coordinate systemxyzwhich whirls
at a rateċ within an inertial systemXYZ ~see Fig. 1!. The tilt
vector gW s takes place about axisx of the rotating system, posi
tioned by an anglec with respect to the inertial axisX. The mo-
mentsMx andM y as well as the axial forceFz consist of contri-
butions from both the flexible support and the fluid film. Th
support moments and force are

Msx5Ks~gs cosc2gs!2Dsġs (7)

Msy52Ksgsi sinc2Dsċgs (8)

FsZ52KsZZ2DsZŻ, (9)

whereKsZ andDsZ are, respectively, the axial stiffness and dam
ing coefficients of the support. Note here that the termgsi in Eqs.
~7! and ~8! is the initial stator misalignment that produces
inertial forcing function. This is the result of manufacturing an
assembly imperfections~tolerances!, or the action of gravity.
Without loss of generality, it is arbitrarily assumed thatgsi coin-
cides with the positiveX direction.

Fig. 1 Schematic of noncontacting mechanical face seal
Transactions of the ASME
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The fluid film contribution toMx , M y , andFZ is obtained by
numerically integrating the pressure distribution in the seal
dam over the face area. The gas flow is assumed to be isothe
isoviscous, and ideal; therefore, it is governed by the compress
form of the Reynolds equation~Gross@13#!

]p

]t
5

1

h H ¹W •Fph3¹W p

12m
2

1

2
vrphiWuG2p

]h

]t J , (10)

where the operator¹W is presumed here in cylindrical coordinate
This equation is subject to the boundary conditions~B.C.!:

p~r i ,u,t !5pi

p~r o ,u,t !5po

p~r ,0,t !5p~r ,2p,t !,

and to the initial condition of pressure distribution within the se
ing dam

p~r ,u,0!5pIC~r ,u!,

where PIC(r ,u) is given by Green and Barnsby@11# assuming
perfect alignment between stator and rotor att50. The local film
thickness is expressed in an inertial frame, for the present an
sis, however, the effect of rotor misalignment is added. Hen
using Figs. 1 and 2 leads to

h5Co1Z1b~r 2r i !2gsr sin~c2u!1g r r sin~vt2u!,
(11)

whereCo is the designed centerline clearance,b is the face con-
ing, andg r is the rotor misalignment. The stator degrees of fre
dom are the axial displacement,Z, the nutation,gs , and the pre-
cession,c. At every instant of time the fluid film moments an
forceM f x , M f y , andF f Z are obtained by numerically integratin
the pressure over the sealing dam area

Fig. 2 Relative position between stator and rotor
Journal of Tribology
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M f x5E
0

2pE
r i

r o

pr2 sin~u2c!drdu (12)

M f y52E
0

2pE
r i

r o

pr2 cos~u2c!drdu (13)

Fz5E
0

2pE
r i

r o

prdrdu. (14)

Since andZ, gs , andc are time dependent thenh, p, M f x , M f y ,
andFZ are time dependent as well. The equations of motion~4!–
~6! are recast now in a state space form including the support
fluid film effects,

]

]t 5
Ż
Z
ġs

gs

ċ
c

6 55
~FsZ1F f Z!/m

Ż

~Msx1M f x!/I 1ċ2gs

ġs

@~Msy1M f y!/I 22ċġs#/gs

ċ

6 (15)

subject to the initial conditionsZ(0), Ż(0), gs(0), ġs(0), c~0!,
ċ(0). In the present analysis the seal is set into motion hav
synchronous whirl and parallel faces.

Note that the lubrication problem~Eq. ~10!! and the dynamics
problem ~Eq. ~15!! are coupled by the film thickness Eq.~11!.
Therefore, they must be solved simultaneously. Hence, a la
state vector$w% is formed having the dimension ofND16, where
ND is the number of interior pressure nodes in the sealing d
governed by Eq.~10!. Conveniently these nodes are allocated fi
in the vector$w%. The last six storage elements are reserved for
degrees of freedom given in state form in Eq.~15!. This forms an
explicit general system of equations

]

]t
$w%5$RHS%, (16)

where$RHS% is a column vector containing the right-hand-side
the relevant equation, i.e., either Eq.~10! or Eq. ~15!. This set of
ND16 equations is integrated in time by efficient multistep or
nary differential equation solvers~Shampine,@14#!. The solution
of Eq. ~16! gives a simultaneous dynamic simulation for the tra
sient pressure as well as the kinematical variables, yielding
seal motion.

Parametric Investigation
A typical reference case is selected~see Table 1!. The analysis

by Green and Barnsby@11# affirms that the reference case
stable. The same radial and circumferential discretization ofnr
511, and nth5313 is used here as well. HenceND5(nr
22)* nth52817, resulting in2823 equations that are simulta
neously being integrated in time. The forcing misalignments
the reference case aregsi5g r50.15mrad. A single perturbation
technique is adopted. First the motion for the reference cas
solved. Then six parameters are perturbed each one at a time~with
two exceptions that will be discussed later!, the motion is ob-
tained, and then each parameter is reset. Each of the six pa
eters is perturbed four times. This gives a total of 24 cases tha
referenced byi j , wherei refers to the cluster number, andj refers
to the variation within the cluster. Each case is solved and
solutions are plotted side-by-side within their cluster to allow
sual inspection and comparison between the responses. In ea
the six figures~Figs. 3–8!, the nondimensional values of the rela
tive misalignment,g•r o /Co ~Eq. ~2!!, and the minimum film
thickness,hmin /Co ~Eq. ~11!!, are plotted as a function of sha
revolution. ~The axial displacement,Z/Co , behaves throughou
very similarly tog•r o /Co , and is therefore not plotted. It is take
into account, though, whenhmin /Co is calculated.! The case num-
JANUARY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 153
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ber is given in the figure legend along with the reference case
each case the simulation continues until two successive rev
tions reveal identical behavior~i.e., the two revolutions have a
relative misalignment response of identical frequency, and

Fig. 3 Speed effects upon steady-state response
54 Õ Vol. 124, JANUARY 2002
. In
olu-

the

peak-to-peak and average values are less than a numerical
ance of 1024!. This is considered steady-state, and the simulat
terminates. Thus, the transient plots provide the number of re
lutions necessary to render steady-state. For example, only

Fig. 4 Radius ratio effects upon steady-state response
Transactions of the ASME
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revolutions are needed for the reference case, where 45 re
tions are needed for case 14. Respectively, the execution time
min and 90 min on a 550 MHz PC.

An ideal seal should haveZ/Co and g•r o /Co approach zero,
while hmin /Co approaches unity. These values minimize the fl
rate and likelihood of contact. Thus, the larger the deviation fr
these values the worse is the seal. The mass flow rate, aver
over one revolution before steady state, for all cases is give
Table 2, where positive values indicate radial outward flow.
should be emphasized that the analysis that follows is restricte
the reference case and to the perturbations performed. Extra
tion to other cases should be made judiciously because of
highly nonlinear nature of the problem.

Speed Effect. From Fig. 3 it can be seen that the relativ
misalignment behaves nonlinearly with speed. The inertia-sp
effects force the faces to open up and be more misaligned,
causing the leakage to increase dramatically~e.g., the flow in case
14 is greater by a factor of 6.42 compared to the reference ca!.
An initial half-frequency transient can be seen, particularly at
higher speeds, which is consistent with the transient analysi
Green and Barnsby@11#. But since all these cluster cases a
stable, the transients diminish in time.

Radius Ratio. From Fig. 4 it is obvious that the smallest rat
of 0.7 has the best~smallest! steady-state response, being almo
unaffected by the forcing misalignments. Conversely, the larg
ratio of 0.9 has the worst response running at a dangerously s
minimum film thickness. It is concluded that the smaller the
dius ratio the higher fluid film stiffness and damping properti
Also, the calculated leakage is 53 times larger at the radius rat

Fig. 5 Coning height effects upon steady-state response
Journal of Tribology
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0.9 than that of 0.7. Here, the largest sealing dam proves to be
best in terms of minimal steady-state response and leakage.

Coning Height. It is evident from Fig. 5 that the coning o
the reference case is the best among these cluster cases, yie
the smallest steady-state response and the largest minimum
thickness. Looking at the two extremes of zero coning~case 31!
and the largest coning~case 34!, both have poor dynamic re
sponses. Particularly the zero coning case becomes dynami
unstable that ends in face contact in about eight revolutions. T
unstable behavior is consistent with the finding by Green a
Barnsby@11#. Hence, it is concluded that there is an optimal co
ing, which seems to be close to the reference value. The refer
case also has the smallest leakage of all these cluster cases a
expected, the larger the coning the larger the leakage.

Pressure Drop. The magnitude of the pressure drop and
direction can have dramatic effects upon the dynamics of f
seals. From observing the responses in Fig. 6 it is concluded
the reference case~having the smallest pressure drop! has the
largest~worst! steady-state response amongst these cluster ca
The higher the pressure drop the smaller the response. The r
ence case and cases 41, and 42 represent inward radial flow
flow rate~leakage! is proportional touPo

22Pi
2u when the faces are

perfectly aligned, and would obviously increase with the relat
misalignment and the axial displacement. However, because
steady-state response is smaller at higher pressure drops it
gates the leakage effect compared to lower pressure drop c
For example, the leakage in case 42 is only 22.1 times larger
the reference case when theoretically a factor of 33 would
expected.

Fig. 6 Pressure drop effects upon steady-state response
JANUARY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 155
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The best steady-state performances in this cluster are obta
in cases 43 and 44, in which the pressure drop is reverse
impose outward flow seals. To comply with stability requireme
~Green and Barnsby@11#! also the coning has to be reversed
form a converging gap in the radial direction of flow. The mag
tude of coning heightdh , though, is retained at reference value.
is evident that outward flow seals~inside pressurized! are far su-
perior to the inward flow seals~outside pressurized!. Cases 43 and
44 have average steady-state relative misalignments in the o
of 0.052 and 0.036, respectively, compared to0.25–0.40 of the
other cases in this cluster that represent inward flow. The peak
peak values are also an order of magnitude smaller in cases 43
44, where additionally their nondimensional axial displaceme
Z/Co , are both less than0.01. Such very small relative response
approach the ideal value of zero indicating almost perfect track
between stator and rotor. The minimum film thicknesses in ca
43 and 44 are smaller because negative tapering creates OD
thicknesses smaller than ID film thicknesses, but the almost
fect dynamic response compensates for that. Also, the trans
diminish rapidly and steady-state is achieved in six revolutions
case 43 and in four revolutions in case 44. This superior dyna
behavior is attributed to elevated fluid film stiffness~see Green
@12#!.

Moreover, the flow rates~see Table 2! in cases 43 and 44 ar
about an order of magnitude smaller than cases 41 and 42, re
tively. Hence, not only that outward flowing seals are superio
inward flowing seals in their transient responses and stab
~Green and Barnsby@11#!, their sealing capability and steady-sta
responses are also superior.

Fig. 7 Support stiffness and damping effects upon steady-
state response
156 Õ Vol. 124, JANUARY 2002
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Support Stiffness and Damping. The first of two cases of
synchronous tracking occurs when the stiffness and dampin
the support vanish~case 51!. In which case the forcing function
caused by the initial stator misalignment is immaterial~see Eqs.
~7–8!!, causing the stator to synchronously track the misalign
rotor at steady-state. However, case 51 has the largest respon
magnitude in this cluster, and it is not the most favorable case.
many differences in the responses are recorded between the
ence case and cases 52 and 53, indicating that the sensitivi
support damping is practically insignificant at these values. T
best case 54 shows that increasing the support stiffness decr
the steady-state responses and thus has a more profound
than damping. The general trend is that at these stated value
higher the support stiffness and damping the better the respon

Fig. 8 Forcing misalignments effects upon steady-state
response

Table 2 Mass flow rates, kg Õs
Transactions of the ASME
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But this has to be carefully examined at values that deviate lar
from the reference case, because extremely large support
nesses may impede tracking.

Forcing Misalignments. The second case of synchrono
tracking occurs when the initial stator misalignment vanish
~case 61!, in which the stator has to track only one forcing fun
tion which is the rotor runout~misalignment!. The best case 62
represents a perfectly aligned rotor, and thus the stator steady-
response is static, where the pressure differential overwhelms
initial stator misalignment to form almost a perfectly aligned s
at its designed clearance. Obviously, the most effort in seal de
should be devoted to minimize the imperfections and thus
forcing misalignments. This, however, is easier said than do
because practical system would always possess misalignm
caused by manufacturing and assembly imperfections, misa
ment of flexible shafts, gravity, machine deterioration, etc. It
reassuring, however, that the simulation reaffirms intuitive exp
tations. What is not intuitive is the fact that doubling the rot
runout alone, launches the system into a dynamic response th
about an order of magnitude larger in both, the relative misali
ment and the axial displacement. This has detrimental effect
the minimum film thickness and leakage, which in case 64
larger by a factor of 62.9 than the reference case. Case 64, w
compared to the reference case, clearly demonstrates the s
nonlinear dynamic behavior of the system.

Conclusions
The steady-state response of a gas lubricated face seal hav

flexibly mounted stator configuration has been analyzed by sim
taneously solving the Reynolds equation and the equations of
tion, which include forcing misalignments. A single perturbati
investigation about a reference case has revealed the influen
the various parameters that govern seals dynamic behavior.
the exception of only one transient response~case 31! the refer-
ence and perturbed cases exhibited stable responses. It has
found that the steady-state responses have very different sens
ties to the parameters and thus result in very different trans
responses. The single perturbation technique is not most com
hensive because it would be difficult to predict what might happ
when two or more parameters are perturbed at the same t
However, some trends have surfaced which may still be usefu
the design of gas face seal having a floating stator type. Lo
speeds, larger sealing dams, optimal coning, larger pressure d
and smaller forcing misalignments, would generally contribute
smaller dynamic responses. The leakage has to be examined
case by case basis, but generally a smaller dynamic response~not
attributed to a higher pressure drop! results in a smaller leakage
Support effects in pressurized gas seals would typically influe
very little the steady-state responses. Inside pressurized seals
been proven again to have superior dynamic responses comp
to outside pressurized seals.

Nomenclature

C 5 centerline clearance
Co 5 design clearance
DZ 5 axial damping coefficient
D 5 angular damping coefficient
F 5 force
h 5 local film thickness
I 5 transverse moment of inertia
Journal of Tribology
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KZ 5 axial stiffness coefficient
K 5 angular stiffness coefficient
M 5 moment

MXi 5 moment due to stator initial misalignment
m 5 stator mass
p 5 pressure
r 5 radial coordinate
t 5 time

Z 5 axial degree of freedom
b 5 face coning angle
g 5 relative misalignment

go 5 relative misalignment caused by rotor runout alone
g r 5 rotor runout
gs 5 stator nutation
gsi 5 stator initial misalignment
gsl 5 steady-state stator response due togsi alone
gsr 5 steady-state stator response due tog r alone
dh 5 coning height,b(r o2r i)
u 5 angular coordinate
L 5 compressibility number, 6mvr o

2/paCo
2

m 5 viscosity
c 5 precession
v 5 shaft angular velocity

Subscripts

a 5 ambient
f 5 fluid film
i 5 inner radius
o 5 outer radius
r 5 rotor

ref 5 reference case
s 5 stator, or flexible support
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